
Reading Pillow Pattern  

1 yrd  for pillow front/back

1 Fat Quarter for pocket

1 Fat Quarter for pocket lining and handle

������ yrds of batting (45 wide)   

 

REQUIRED MATERIALS FOR A 20’’ Pillow

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

HST - Half Square Triangle            WOF - Width of Fabric           RST - Right Sides Together

Prepare Pillow Pieces

(1) 20 � x 20 � Pillow Front

(1) 12 x 20 � Pocket Front

(1) 14 x 20 � Pocket lining

(2) 13 x 20 � Pillow Back for opening

(1) 4 x 10 Handle

(1) 21 x 21 Batting Pillow Front

(1) 12 � x 21 Batting Pocket

 

 

 

 

 Layer pillow front and pillow batting. Quilt as desired. Trim to a 20 1/2’’ square. 

Layer pocket front (12 x 20 �) and pocket batting. Quilt as desired. 
Trim to a 12 x 20 � square. Embroidery is optional,  set aside.



Place pocket lining piece RST along top edge of quilted pocket. 
Stich 3/4’’ away from edge. Press the lining away from pocket. 

Fold lining up and over quilted pocket, creating band on top of pocket. 
Pin in place.  Topstitch along edge of band through all layers of pocket, batting
 and lining. Trim if necessary, set aside. 

To make the back pieces for the opening, fold one long edge of each back
piece over 1/4’’. Press. Fold once more 1/4’’. Press. Sew inner fold creating a 
narrow hem along one side. Repeat for remaining back piece. Press. Set aside. 

To make handle, fold raw edges in toward center,  along the long edges and press.   
Fold in half enclosing raw edges. Top stitch along both edges.

Attach handle to top of pillow front, aligning raw edges together with the 
handle facing inward. The handle should be 4’’ apart. Stitch in place. 

 Layer pocket on bottom of pillow front. Baste or stitch sides of pocket in place. 

With handle attached and pocket based in place, now attatch the back pieces.

Place the two back pieces against the pillow front, RST, with the raw edges matching
and the hemmed edges crossing over in the middle to create the pillow opening. 
Pin in place. 

 



Sew around all 4 sides using a  1/2’’ seam allowance.  
Stitch again 1/8’’ outside the original stitch aound all 4 sides.
Trim corners. Turn pillow inside out and insert pillow form. 

Watch a video tutorial of this project at Youtube/SewYeah  


